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All Rotarians and Friends are Welcome.
On line until further notice
1st Tues Online Board
2nd Tues 7:30pm – Online
3rd Tues Fun/Social evening still online
4th Tues 7:30pm - Online
5th Tues Still online
Everything on line until further but please check www.rotarybaysidegeelong.org For updates on meeting times as
during the Corvid 19 crisis meetings can be cancelled
For APOLOGIES, GUESTS and MAKEUPS contact
Peter Kavenagh on 0418 882 022 before 9am Tuesday. (Yeah still let me know)
Cashier and Room duties! Not really needed is it?

Club Program and Roster
Click on link or go to club
runner for details
Event
Change Over

Date/time
30th June

Chair:
Peter Hynes

Bayside BBQ Commitments Ahead
Keep an eye on the website for what commitments we have as a club but for
now not much. www.rotarybaysidegeelong.org
Check out old Annual Reports and soon this years report. (Top left of website)
Click on links or go to club runner Calendar
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Meeting 23rd June 2020
Hawaiian Zoom
Attending. And left to right
Daryll Webb
Peter Kavenagh (Me obviously, a bit in the dark)
Peter Hynes.
Simon Empson
John Virgona
Ian Aranyosi
Jo White
Andrea Patterson
Brian Burch
Rick Berry
Dan Furlan
David Fisher
Judy Eyles
Telsa Stubna

Apologies
Judy Beasley
Shirley Marendaz
Murray MacDonald
Leanne Zanghi
Jane Myers. (I know Jane will be joining us this coming week. I may have said this last week but definitely
next week!!)

Welcome
I can’t start this week’s meeting without a special mention of the Social Meeting last week.
It was drinks and Stories titled “around the world”. As usual it was very relaxed as everyone came to the
meeting equipped with a “Drink” and a story. The stories needed to be backed up with a pic or two.
President Peter welcomed everyone with a brief description of the Online World Conference. Beware of the
times as they are Hawaii Time.

New Member Ian
First off was the induction of a new member. President Peter formally inducted new member Ian.. For
those of us with short memories Ian did speak to the club on Organ Donation a few weeks back.
Welcome Ian! The member showed their appreciation with a ‘show” of Glasses and a few speeches all
around.
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Tour guide one - Jo
Picture of Jo in Norway Kittila with tales of the Cold and being 200Kms north of the Arctic Circle.

Tour guide two
Judy and Phil on an Elephant Thailand including Chaing Mai 2007 trip of a Rotary Friendship exchange.

Tour guide three
Andrea talking about her Belgian Blue cows. (French: Blanc-Bleu Belge', Dutch: 'Belgisch Witblauw')
Apparently these cows took her on a holiday to Belgium. She gave a resume of these cows heritage.

Tour guide Four
Me (Peter) I had a pic or two of my trip to New York. One was the Seinfeld shop, and others about meeting
celebrities.

Tour Guide Five
Shirley who also told of a trip to NYC but added a pic (Eiffel Tower) and story of Paris and her lack of ability
to speak French. Also Nice and Barcelona and the helicopter trip to the Grand Canyon and the Swiss Alps.
(My Blanc)

Tour Guide Six
Simon (and Sarah) on a camel. “He met his wife in Casablanca”. His stories of North West Africa and the
desert. With a pic of him in a Turban.

Tour Guide Seven
Daryl was next in Israel near the Sea of Galilee. In 2012 he went to this country he was with a tour group
and did the “Holy Land” tour and extensive tour of most of the important sites.

Tour Guide Eight
Dan on his trip back to Slovenia. He talked about his reconnections with friends and relatives. Although
not born there is connections are strong. The pic was of him drinking beer in Nova Gorizia, Slovenia where
the canoe world championships were held in 2013.

Tour Guide nine
Rick talked about his trip last year to Greece, to Mykonos, to Naxos, to Athens, to Delphi to Meteora. Rick
then went to Dubrovnik Croatia and then lots of towns and cities and placed there. He was also able to
show pics of Slovenia and Venice.

Tour Guide ten
Judy Eyles after having to resend her photos again talked about her trip to Paris in a little mini citryn 2CV
apparently. The pictures including Notre Dame and Eiffel Tower. Also a by the way she went to the winsor
races and got to present a trophy! She obviously impressed important people. Even got to TV. The
mentions the spring carnival and her horse “Quickie”

Tour Guide Eleven
David Fisher had a photo of himself I 1968 at the Camperdown Railway station on a trip to a Jambree at
Gindalee. He talked about his 10 days there and all the fun he had. No girl scouts at that time! It was quite
a famous event with people from all over the world. 15300 people from 19 Countries.
Things were then wound up. A great travelogue. Thanks all around.

Now for this last meeting
This meeting was had a theme of Hawaii in keeping of where the convention is currently being held.
It was great to see almost everyone dress up in some sort of Hawaiian Gear. It needs to be pointed out
that our newest member didn’t have a lot to show or was it that he was showing too much. But the Lay
(Lei) the Coconut (Shell) bra and the grass skirt did take a conformity to Hawaiian Culture to a limit. He did
look Cute. And he had the heater flat out.
Peter Talked about reports being needed.

The Annual Report
The annual Report will be available at Change Over and after and it will be available on our Clubrunner
home page. Everyone’s reports are pretty much in now.

The Square.
Returned to shop as it does not work for Rotary Clubs
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Change over dinner
Black Tie at least on the top half. Simon suggested a Tutu for the bottom half but it was decided for the
bottom half Tutu to be optional.
Cocktails will also be required but since it is Zoom then the cocktails will be bring your own!
Please invite your partner.
Guest for the moment will be Zoe Walter Sarah Caddie AG David Sykes.
Zoe will bring us up to date with what is happening with Volunteers at Barwon Health.
We are hoping DG Phillip will be there with of course Judy.

Other business
We then planned a test run for using Zoom Rooms for Sunday.
Some discussion on Committees and their structure.
More on Centurion and Grants
All interrupted by a grass skirt um display. Thanks Ian I think the girls liked it!
Then talk of a progressive dinner. All these plans will need to incorporate the latest regulation on Corvid
19.
Some other exciting things are in the planning for the coming Rotary year but for the moment these remain
secret and only disclosed on a need to know basis. Including High Teas for mothers.
Talk of Highton RC and their online raffle.
Talk of a trading site (online or not) like OP Shops. Brian to investigate.
District changeover Sunday (today as I write this) at 1:30pm
Also 10th July is the centenary of Rotary in Australia. Invitations will be sent out for a ceremony of “Passing
the Batton” It will be traveling the country. More information to follow.
The R100 centenary project is “Rotary giving every child a future”. More to follow.
Judy E talked about a trip to Swan Hill looking at the place where the conference was meant to have been
held and talked about the disappointment of the town while enjoying other things and enjoying the warm
weather. 21 Degrees
Conference next year is in Geelong with the theme of Magic and held at the Barrabool Hills with the
entertainment on Saturday night at White Eagle. March 19, 20, 21
Lots of stories then ensued including one about African King looking for a wife. For any more information
on that one will need to chat with Telsa
It was interesting the sign off with “that’s all from me and that’s all from him” reminded me of the Two
Ronnies

Please keep an eye on the upcoming events on the Bayside Website.
www.rotarybaysidegeelong.org

I must finally say that this is my last time of editing the Bollard so
thank you to all of you who have put up with my weird humour (if you
noticed it), my wrong spelling not to mention my grammar and
sentencing construction. (Read Sentence Wrecking).
I might add that you should prepare yourselves for a “new look format”
The bollard will also from now on be published on the Bayside Clubrunner home site.
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Editor‘s Footnote
Very Puny
My wife says we need a new dipstick for the car, the old one won’t reach the oil.
Five great confusions still unresolved from Urban:
1. At a movie theatre, which arm rest is yours?
2. If people evolved from monkeys, why are monkeys still around?
3. Why is there a 'D' in fridge, but not in refrigerator?
4. Who knew what time it was when the first clock was made?
5. Why is what doctors do called "practicing"? Aren't they supposed to already know
what they are doing?

And finally
(Stand in Editor - Peter Kavenagh)
.

Bollard Submissions, and articles plus any feedback and comments always welcome. Contact by return email.
Just to be sure any feedback is not welcomed by this editor!!! Unless it is good feedback. Email not supplied!

Lastly you all stay safe and self-Isolate

“Connect the World” with
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